
 
  YOUR GALLERY EVENT MAY 
BE POSTPONE!    

 
PLEASE COPY AND PASTE THE FOLLOWING INTO AN EMAIL AND SEND! 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Position your mouse cursor at the start of the first word Gallery. Next, right “click” and HOLD 
down the “click” made (don’t let go), and scroll down to the last word in this form (ALL the words will highlight). Next, 
press and HOLD down the Ctrl key and as you do, press the A key once! Now, open your email and do whatever you 
normally do to start a new message. Next, place your mouse cursor inside the new message box, and again press and 
HOLD down the Ctrl key and this time press the V key only once! Automatically, you will see the contents of this page 
inside the new message box. You can now type in the information required. Make sure only the words are highlighted - 
nothing else. If you see the entire page highlighted, then you need to move your cursor closer to the last word so you 
only see highlighted the words you want to COPY and PASTE into a new email message.    
 

[START HERE] | Gallery Event Day:                            Date:                            Time: 
 
Name of Person Hosting The Gallery:  
 
Physical Address Gallery Will Take Place / Street/Road/Circle/Court/Lane (Please Be As Accurate As Possible) 
  
City: 
 
State:  
 
Zip code: 
 
Please provide at least two (2) phone numbers 
 
Telephone #1                                           Telephone #2                                   Do you text message?  
 
Cell #                                                       Best Time To Call 
 
Your Email Address 
 
YOU ARE THE STAR HOST. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that you, including each one of your guest re-
ceive and READ the information presented on the following pages of this website, as they have been specifically designed 
for the event, and specifically the Frequently Asked Questions and Terms & Conditions pages.  
 
IN ADVANCE, and certainly prior to the start of your private gallery event, it is recommended that the STAR HOST 
question each one of the invited guest to see if they have indeed read the detailed information presented on the website  
pages presented and specifically the Frequently Asked Questions and Terms & Conditions pages. Also, to make real sure 
they have properly signed in for the event by again first carefully reading and then completely filling out each           
section of their personal RESERVATION FORM. 
 
In ADVANCE, and certainly prior to the start of your private gallery event, it is the requirement of the STAR HOST to 
collect from each one of the invited guest their RESERVATION FORM and the current educational specific psychic gallery 
lecture general admission fee: $95.00, per person.*   
 
*Messages from Beyond / Message of Love: Contacting the Spirit world. *The Gift: Success Through Positive Mental Energy. 
 
  

To Prevent That From Happening... 
Please confirm the following information and return this 
Reservation Planning Guide Form today! Email to: 
joysdesk@yahoo.com 
 

 

Any Questions? Call 239-244-1262 

PSYCHIC GALLERY CONFIRMATION FORM 

Chairs Set up in  
Theater style 

Open Floor 
Concept 

No Coffee Table 

mailto:joysdesk@yahoo.com


  
Please CONFIRM each Question Below 
  
1. I was able to link to and print the RESERVATION FORM for my event? 
  
2. I was able to successfully link to the TERMS AND CONDITIONS page and as an individual STAR HOST and or 
VENDOR planning to present one or more private and or open psychic services by employing dr.fahey D/B/A 
BioHealth Counseling Center, Inc., I fully understand and accept all of the TERMS AND CONDITIONS and take full  
responsibility to provide notice of them or if found to be necessary a complete copy to each person making a 
reservation and or who attends.  
 
TYPE YOUR INITIALS HERE:  
 
3. I definitely have a “QUIET” room for my gallery event?  
 
4. I understand my invited guests should be told that the event I am Hosting is called Message of Love: Contacting the 
Spirit World with Psychic Medium and Clairvoyant dr.fahey, and that the event not only offers each invited guest an 
opening educational psychic lecture (about 15 to 35-minutes) on important information that can be helpful to achieving 
the BEST reading one would be capable of having when his or her turn comes, but also includes a brief psychic and or 
spirit reading that may last from 5 to 15-minutes.  
 
5. It is necessary to take a few minutes out and explain to each invited guest, that the outcome of a psychic or spirit 
reading is greatly influenced by the mind set and emotional state of the person being read. There should be NO          
EXPECTATIONS! Otherwise, the development of thoughts other than positive ones can quickly generate certain types 
of energy that can easily spread throughout the gallery influencing the event’s total outcome. It is up to the STAR HOST 
to be highly selective when making up the guest list making sure each person’s personality is of a truly positive nature 
and one who can attend with an open mind. Can you do this?  
6. I definitely will remember to make it known to all of my invited guests that the gallery event is set for 90-minutes, but 
may last up to 2-1/2 hours. 
7. I understand that only bottled water should be provided to my invited guests prior to and during the entire gallery 
event. I understand no food, wine et cetera should be offered. 
8. I will definitely make sure all telephones, computer, cell phones, beepers and fax machine are turned OFF during the 
entire event. 
9. I will remember to tell all of my invited guests to either leave their cell phone or beeper at home or in the OFF position 
during the entire event? 
10. I will tell everyone they should already have their reading glasses by their side. 
11. I know that if I do own an animal of any type, I must be able to make arrangements for it to be in a safe place for the 
entire event. 
12. I will remember to have on hand a box of Kleenex tissues as messages given can become emotional at times. 
13. I understand that I can light several candles if I choose to do so. 
14. I totally understand that once the event is over dr.fahey will need to leave as he has other business to attend to and 
will not be able to stay for any refreshments. 
15. I do have at least ten (10) or more comfortable seats for my invited guests to sit and relax in for the entire event and 
can easily set the chairs in a theater style fashion as shown above. 
16. I am truly excited about hosting this event and look positively forward to experiencing the process!   
 
Aside Notes: ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING 
 
The BEST gallery event takes place when there is positive light, thinking, brief chats and interactions among other read-
ers after each reading, and a show of positive interest and wanting to participate with a focus of  higher alertness. 
  
Because of the many gallery events now being scheduled throughout New England and Southwest Florida, to assure 
better positive control and commitment to all concern in each presentation, we accept payment in full only in the form of 
cash, Bank Certified Check or with a Postal Money Order for General Admission. 
 
 
YOUR INITIALS ___________   [END HERE] 
    

PSYCHIC GALLERY CONFIRMATION FORM 


